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(1)  Antarctic Space Weather Laboratory LAMP group at Marambio Base

 Location 64.24S-56.62W

Altitude 200 m a.s.l.

Rigidity cutoff [Marambio]

 ≃2 GV
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Calibrated and corrected flux variability

A secondary particle generated in a Extensive Air Showers enters  the tank and its 
deposited energy due Cherenkov Radiation in water is transformed in a voltage pulse.         

         Voltage pulse with area proportional to the energy deposited (charge)

(2) Data acquisition system: Red Pitaya  

Muon Hump 

Vertical and
central muon (VEM) is used as a 
reference for energy calibration. 

Energy deposited of a muon in 
water is  dE/dx ≃

2 MeV cm-1 

  
1 VEM = 200 MeV = 7.6 x 10-9 V.s

- Monitoring the long-term stability of the detector.
- Searching transient events (such as GLEs or Forbush decreases).
- Studying long-term trends in the heliospheric such as the modulation of cosmic rays during the solar 

cycle.

(3) Data acquisition system: Scaler mode (rate of secondary particles) [S]

  (5) Comparison with Neutron Monitor 

   (4) Daily modulation

 Corrected data               Superposed Epoch Analysis 
 The average for each hour of the day  over a period 

of 182  days

Rc [Oulu] ≃ 0.8 GV
Rc [Apty] ≃  0.6 GV

Rc [Marambio] ≃ 2 GV

Marambio

Maximum 7 - 11 UT

Minimum 18 - 20 UT

Percentage 0.3%
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Links of interest 

http://spaceweather.at.fcen.uba.ar/2/lamp/index.html
www.iafe.uba.ar/u/lamp/

http://lago.iafe.uba.ar/rate_marambio_realtime

  We acknowledge the NMDB database (www.nmdb.eu)       
      for providing data from Oulu & Apatity.
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An Antarctic Space Weather Laboratory was deployed by the LAMP group (Laboratorio Argentino de Meteorología del esPacio) at the Marambio base this 
year. The main instrument installed was a cosmic ray detector based on water Cherenkov radiation. This is the first permanent Antarctic node of the LAGO 
Collaboration (Latin American Giant Observatory). Since data-taking began in March 2019, the detector has been recording continuously the count rates of low 
energy secondary cosmic ray particles. We present long term calibrated observations from the new cosmic ray detector which are offered in a public website. 
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